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David Dodd Here's a plan-every week, I'll blog about another song, focusing usually on the lyrics, but also on some other aspects of the song, including its overall impact-really subjective thing. So the best part, I hope, will be nothing in particular that I may have to say, but rather a conversation that can happen through comments over time, and since all the
messages will stay, you can feel free to weigh in at any time on any of the songs! With Grateful Dead songs, there's always a new and different take on what they bring to every listener, it seems. (I'll be considering requests for specific songs- just a personal message to me!) Black Dirty River This Jacob guy keeps turning up. So I follow him from My Brother
Esau, where he appeared in Barlow's lyrics (which also included him in Victim or Crime) in Robert Hunter wrote Black Dirty River. Here the allusion is more, well, allusive (elusive?), stemming from the findings of a reference to Jacob's use of stones as pillows during his escape from the wrath of Eau after learning as a liar who stole Isaac's blessing. It's also
not a central allusion to the song, except that it conveys the deep sadness that is the territory of the Black Dirty River. Sadness with a sense of hope, or at least tempered by some hard-won wisdom. Hunter wrote these texts as he approached his midpoint in life. Somehow I end up thinking of Dante's Divine Comedy, which begins with the poet wandering, in
the middle of his life, in a dark forest. Here's what he told Rolling Stone in a 1987 interview: Black Maddy River about the prospect of age and deciding on the need to live despite the hard times and the devastating consequences of everything else that's going to come at you. When I wrote it, I wrote about how I felt about being 45 years old and what I went
through. And then when I did with it, obviously it was for the dead. Making a decision about the need for life... I can't listen to this song without doing a lot of free communication, so please forgive my stream of consciousness, unruly rambling advance. The Black Dirty River casts a series of images, references (external and inner dead), and hints our way. We
begin the song with a rose, the group's quintessential icon, along with a skull and a zipper. If you look at the actual appearance of Roses in grateful Dead songs during his career, they're not necessarily pretty flower references- they're used by Hunter as an ongoing and ever-expanding metaphor for life itself, as he himself is clear: I have one spirit that laid
roses on me. Roses, roses, can't get enough of these bloody roses. Rose is the most outstanding image in the human brain, like delicacy, beauty, short-livedness, thorniness. It's a whole. There is no better allegory, dare I say life, Roses. And and in the first line of the song, he also directly alludes to a fellow lyricist, Thomas Moore (1779-1852), who, in 1805,
wrote The Last Rose of Summer, which was set to the music of Sir John Stevenson (1761-1833): This is the last rose of summer, left blooming all alone, all her beautiful companions disappeared and gone. No flower is her sister, no rose bud is close to reflect back her blushes, or give a sigh for a sigh. I will not leave you, you are lonely to pine on the stem;
Since the beautiful sleep, go to sleep with them; So, kindly I scatter Thy leaves o'er bed Where your garden mates lie odorless and dead. So soon I can follow When friendship breaks down, and from a brilliant circle of love gems go away! When true hearts lie withered and loving ones fly O! who would inhabit this gloomy world alone? Thomas Moore. Aside
from the similarities in the subject that hinted at Hunter's use of Moore's song name in his opening line, there is even some melodic similarity between the settings of the two poems in the song- so much so that the Wikipedia article for Thomas Moore's song claims that the Grateful Dead sing Black Muddy River to Stevenson's melody! (By the way, there are
quite a few excellent cover versions of Black Muddy River, with some of them British Isles and Celtic and Celtic influenced by artists apparently a natural affinity among these musicians for the song. In Black Muddy River, the singer seems to be weighed down. The muddyness of the river, the stone/cushion of confusion, the stones falling from his eyes are all
literally heavy motifs, combined with darkness (a night that would seem to last forever...) or the impending darkness (the last bolt of lightning), and groans of ripples to convey an atmosphere of sadness and hopelessness. But the singer counteracts that with ... Song. Sing me your own song. This line goes back to the Eyes of the World, with a line:
Sometimes the songs we hear are just songs of our own. Hunter talked about this concept as something literal - songs that each of us could sing with, that come out of nowhere and are not necessarily something that we would like to sing to others, but which are an integral part of us in some way. (I have a melody that I've hummed myself repeatedly over the
years - one I don't particularly care about, not one I'm ever able to remember when I try to remember it, but which appears seemingly out of nowhere and insane, usually when I go somewhere). And he also counteracts it with dreams. Singing and dreaming, or perhaps some combination of the two. In an article by Paul Liberatore in the Independent Marin
magazine on May 14, 1991, Hunter described his method of dealing with the death of his teenage son in the late 1980s. His answer was to write his heart, and the result was a book of poetry, The Night of the Cadre. Heartbreaking Hunter says, he threw me in a closed place. It made me think about life and my philosophy. You should have great faith in being
a healer. There was nothing I wanted more than to have years pass. Now I can look at photos and videos. Healing has happened. During the mourning, Hunter says, I did the only thing I knew how to do it. Over the past two-plus decades, he has written lyrics to classic songs such as The Devil's Friend, Uncle John's Group, Ripple and Dark Star. But he didn't
write the song in years. Instead, almost as a form of creative therapy, he wrote a collection of poems entitled The Night Frame, which had just been published by the Vikings. It's usually dark, with edges of hope, he says of the book. Exams are about as close to a bone as poetry gets. Dark, with edges of hope. Black Muddy River was performed as the first of
two encores at The Dead's final concert on July 9, 1995, at Soldier Field in Chicago. I was told that if you listen carefully, you will hear Garcia sing the last muddy river at one point in the performance, as if he knew as if he was quite aware that he was singing. I can't bring myself to listen to it for myself right now, but maybe I will. Subject: Black Muddy River
Thanks for annotating work on dead songs. I just made a connection and thought I'd pass it on to your review. The reference to the pillow/stone in Black Muddy reminded me of Jacob in Genesis, Chapter 28. Genesis 28: 10 Jacob left Beersheba and went to Haran. 11 When he got to a certain place, he stopped for the night because the sun lingered. Taking
one of the stones there, he put it under his head and went to bed. Comments: Jacob and his mother had just deceived Isaac, so they stole the blessing from brother Esau. At the same time, Jacob had to run for his life. It was a low point for him, and I suspect he may have said: the hot sun cools me to the bone. You see, Jacob really loved the blessing and
God of Isaac, and would have done anything for it. Esau, on the other hand, proved that it means nothing to him. But now he has to leave his father's house and walk alone. Jacob made this bed, and now he had to sleep in it. James must know that he is God faithful and will give a blessing. He shouldn't have stolen it. He'd take care of himself. Jacob is on
the difficult path of purification, and he will walk alone, like the rest of us. And we all have a promise, just like Jacob. 1 John 1:9 says, If we confess our sins, he is faithful and will always forgive us our sins and cleanse us of all unrighteousness. That doesn't mean stealing and saying sorry in an easy manner. It means walking alone and singing me a song of
mine (because no one can sing, and God did sing) and get cleared of what said he would clean you up. After all, when there is nothing left but to count the years, if you did so, there will be a promise he made on the ladder: I am the Lord, the God of your father Abraham and God Isaac. I will give you and your descendants the land on which you lie. Your
descendants will be like the dust of the earth, and you will spread west and east, north and south. All nations on earth will be blessed through you and your descendants. I am with you and I will look after you wherever you go, and I will return you to this land. I won't leave you until I've done what I promised you In some respects, we walk alone. Jacob
obviously had to meet with Laban, from whom he would learn (the hard way) about the reality of what he had done. And for all of us, we have to give me a song of our own. In other ways, God says to Jacob, I am with you. (I) - Ray Stell stellr@vt.edu (703) 231-4109 KE4TJC KE4TJC black muddy river lyrics meaning. black muddy river lyrics grateful dead.
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